The L-emission spectrum of neodymium has been studied by several investigators [1] , but there are still many transitions, the lines corresponding to which have not yet been observed. It was therefore thought of interest to thoroughly and systematically study the L-emission spectrum of neodymium with a view to searching for the presence and measuring the wavelengths of hitherto unobserved transitions. Consequently, in this paper, we report for the first time the existence of the L202, 3 and L302,3 transitions at 2=1846.1 and 2000.6 X.U., respectively. The experimental setup employed for the study was similar to one described elsewhere [2] . All of our microphotometer records show two new lines in L-emission spectrum of neodymium. One of the lines is found bracketed between L~s'(L2N6, 7) and LTs(L200 lines while the other one is found between the Lflv'(LsN6,7) and Lfl7(LsOl) lines. These lines clearly appear separated on the microphotometer records. The records are exactly similar to the one reproduced in our paper on europium-63 [4] . The wavelengths of these lines were found to be 1846.1 and 2000.6 X.U. by taking NdL 73(2= 1792.7 X.U.), NdL7~ (2= 1874.0 X.U.), NdLys(2= 1931.5 X.U.), and NdLfi2,1s(2= 2031.8 X.U.) as the reference lines. These two new lines have been assigned by us to L202,3 (5 ds/2,3/2-+2pl/2) and LsO2,3(5ds/2,3/2-~2p3/2) transitions, respectively. As seen from Table 1 , the observed values of v/R for these new lines are in good agreement with those calculated from energy levels [3] . Also the corresponding (v/R)I/2 values have been found to fit nicely in the Moseley plots (not reproduced here).
Reference to the wavelength tables [5] shows that the only chances of misinterpretation of the newly measured line at fl = 1846.1 X.U. are due to second-order reflections of 7VIr L104,s (22 = 1844.8 X.U.), 8~ (22= 1845.22 X.U.), 35BrKfls(2fl= 1847.2 X.U.), 3VRbK cq (22 = 1847.26 X.U.), and 83BiLfls (22 = 1847.28 X.U.). Similarly, the only possibility of wrong assignment of the second line at 2=2000.6 X.U. is that it may be second-order reflection of 76OsL76(2)~=1998.0 X.U.) or sZPbL3N3 (22=1996.8 X.U.), other possibilities being ruled out on account of experimental conditions. These interferences have also been completely ruled out before assigning transitions to newly observed lines. Hence the existence of L202, 3 and LsO2, s transitions in the L-emission spectrum of neodymium has been conclusively established. We would like to comment here on the question of whether the numerous states concomitant with the three 4f electrons produce a detectable splitting in neodymium [6] . In this context we observe that in the L-emission spectrum of neodymium, the transitions from Lz(2pl/z) to 4fs/2 and 4f7/z states appear as a single line, i.e., L78'. The states 41"5/2 and 4f7/2 are not found separated with the experimental setup employed by us. Similar is the case with the transition from L3 (2p3/2) to 4f5/2 and 4f7/2. It may be pointed out here that our spectrometer gives a dispersion of 12X.U./mm and can resolve MoKfli,3 lines (A2=0.572 X.U.) clearly. The transitions from Ll(2Sl/2) to 4f5/2 and 4f7/2 states also appear as a single line (e.g., see microphotometer record given in our paper on lanthanum [7] ). Thus the numerous states concomitant with the few 4f electrons do Recent studies have shown that the DNA sequences which code for some eukaryotic mRNA's are separated by large interior spacer regions [1] [2] [3] . In the DNA coding for rabbit/Lhemoglobin, a spacer region of 600 bases has been found to exist, separating the/?-globin-coding region near the point coding for amino acid number 110 [1] . In the DNA coding for mouse /~-hemoglobin chains, evidence has been found for a similar spacer region situated near the point coding for amino acid number 104 [3] . It is apparent that some mechanism must exist to prevent interior nucleotide spacers from. appearing in the final messenger RNA.
We have been studying the interrelationship of amino acid sequence and mRNA hairpin-loop structure [4] . For this purpose, we have prepared several computer programs which aid in identification of RNA hairpin-loop structures and in evaluation of their thermodynamic stability [5] . One of these programs is capable of accepting RNA and DNA sequence data. When the sequence data derived from rabbit/~-globin chain cDNA [6] and human/Lglobin chain cDNA [7] were published, we applied this program to these data: This application was prompted in part by thermal hypochromicity data showing that eukaryotic mRNA may have considerable secondary structure [8] . Analysis of the program outputs showed that many stable hairpin-loop structures are possible for rabbit/3-globin mRNA and human /~-globin mRNA. Analysis of the human /~-globin mRNA data has shown the existence of eight hairpin loops, each of which, in isolation, is thermodynamically stable with AG values less than -50 kcal/mol. The single most stable hairpin loop found using the human mRNA data includes 9 l base pairs and has an estimated AG value of -92 kcal/mol. Additional analyses have been carried out on the rabbit /~-globin mRNA sequence data. In particular, we searched for very stable hairPin loops involving nucleotide positions 360-390, which correspond to amino acid positions 102-111. Two mutually exclusive hairpin loops were found which possess AG values less than -50 kcal/mol. Both extend from nucleotide number 234 to nucleotide number 485. One contains 61 base pairs, and has a AG value of -66kcal/mol. The other hairpin loop ( Fig. 1) contains 68 base pairs and has an estimated A G value of -94 kcal/mol. Since both loops involve nucleotide positions in the region where an internal spacer exists in the DNA-gene sequence, the effect of a 600-base insertion on the thermodynamic stability of these hairpin loops was estimated. It was found that the stability of the hairpin loop shown in Figure 1 , when in an RNA molecule containing the spacer region, is -83 kcal/mo!, only slightly different from the stability in the absence of the spacer. The estimated stability of the It is therefore to be expected that, if the internal spacer sequence that exists in the rabbit /3-globin gene is transcribed into mRNA, this spacer must be involved in hairpin-loop formation, perhaps of the type illustrated in Figure 1 . It must be noted that, while it is possible that another, as yet undetected type of secondary structure may have sufficient stability to prevent the loop from being a significant aspect of the rabbit mRNA structure, any other, more stable structure must have enough net stability to cause the association of the mRNA segments separated by the spacer region. This suggests a model for posttranscriptional removal of the spacer region. This model depends on the transcription of both coding and noncoding regions into RNA, the excision of large, internal spacers bounded by hairpin loops, and ligation of the resulting two RNA fragments which are held in physical proximity by the selfcomplementary regions which form the hairpin loops in the intact molecule. Excision might be done by a sequence and conformation-dependent RNase [9] . Ligation might be done by an RNA ligase,
